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gorgeous summer 
kitchen garde 

ADVICE 
Take care 
of your 
productive 
plants 

TASTE 
Chef's own 
recipes for 
cooking your 
top crops 



DESIGNER Anne Keenan 

BASE Hampshire 

CONTACT www.annekeenan.co.uk; 

Tel: +44 (0)1264 324193. 

DESIGN 
K I T C H E N G A R D E N S 

THE BRIEF A kitchen garden for growing vegetables 

and flowers for the house was one of the features 

requested for a steeply sloping half-acre site. The 

clients, a retired couple, had enjoyed opening their 

previous larger garden for the National Gardens Scheme, 

and required a variety of routes and interesting features 

for visitors to discover and enjoy. The house, summer-

house and garden walls are Grade II listed, and the 

owners asked for existing hard landscaping materials to 

be recycled wherever possible. 

THE CONCEPT A design that linked the house with 

the garden and played down the significant change in 

level visible from the house. The kitchen garden was 

located in the southwest corner, adjacent to the new 

yard and potting shed. This area of the garden was 

already enclosed by listed walls, and was not generally 

overshadowed by trees, although a small acer and 

mulberry were retained to provide focal points with 

vertical interest and screening. Planning permission 

was given to break through one of the walls, so that 

the kitchen garden could be incorporated into the walk 

around the garden. Labour-saving features such as wheel 

barrow ramps and narrow beds with a raised edge were 

incorporated. Much thought was given to the design of 

a seating area under the acer, and after a brainstorming 

meeting between the designer and the client, it was 

proposed that old rhubarb forcers would be used. 

The terracotta pots were topped with wooden seats 

engraved with the clients' names and the fun saying 

'Rhubarb, rhubarb'.This garden won an award from 

the Association of Professional Landscapers. 

CONTACT www.secondnaturegarclens.co.uk; 

Tel: +44 (0)1162 701342. 

THE BRIEF To create a kitchen garden in an enclosed 140 sq m section of an old cattle 

yard, close to a barn conversion. The clients' work commitments mean they are often 

away from home, so it's essential the garden is easy to maintain over long periods. 

THE CONCEPT Four raised reclaimed-brick planters run parallel to the house and link 

together to form an essential retaining wall and back edge to the plot. Each bed is set 

into the prevailing wind and designed with a higher back than front to give protection to 

seedlings while they establish. The raised beds allow for soil conditions to be artificially 

altered to suit certain crops, and each bed is fitted with its own irrigation sprinkler. Four 

Acer platanoides 'Globosum', one set between each raised bed, allow some screening 

from the adjacent property, while not casting too much shade over the growing plants. 

Another deeper planting bed for root vegetables has been established at ground level, 

close to a large summer house that is used as an outdoor office. Four clipped Carpinus 

betulus (hornbeam) add additional privacy. The ground is predominantly covered in 

Breedon gravel, a compact aggregate from Derby. A small limestone-paved terrace for 

morning sun has been incorporated, along with clipped box balls, a cast-concrete water 

rill and a cattle grid. Subtle under-lighting of trees means that the space can be enjoyed 

at night from inside and out. 
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